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Summer Flavours!
Garden party recipes from Norman Musa, Jennifer Joyce and Judy Joo
How to pick out the best summer produce
Inspiring stories from across the Leiths network

LEITHS SHOP
Leiths has a range of gifts suitable for any budget. From knife
sets to aprons, these make perfect presents for any foodie.
Our gift vouchers can be used to purchase these items.

Cookbooks
How to Cook Bread
How to Cook Cakes
How to Cook Desserts
How to Cook Pastry
How to Cook
Cookery Bible
Meat Bible (hard back)
Simple Cookery

£35
£35
£45
£20

£12.99
£12.99
£12.99
£12.99
Vegetable Bible
£35
Techniques Bible (hard back) £45
Fish Bible
£35
Baking Bible (hard back)

£45

Knives
Every aspiring chef needs a good set of knives and our unique
knife set stands out from the crowd. Elegant, durable
and comfortable to use.
Leiths Damascus Steel Range
£285 (inc. P&P)
The ultimate professional knife set, these stunning knives
are made from Japanese steel. Sharpened with the fine
diamond steel, they will last you a lifetime.

Aprons
White cotton apron with Leiths logo
Plastic blue stripe apron with Leiths logo

£17 (inc. P&P)
£22 (inc. P&P)

Gift vouchers
If you are looking for a present for a food-loving friend or family
member, a Leiths voucher makes an ideal gift. Vouchers are valid
for one year and can be purchased for specific classes, or as
open vouchers redeemable against any of our non professional
courses, books or equipment.

Available now from leiths.com
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leiths.com

After a long winter,
we are ready to welcome
the milder seasons with
open arms.
We all deserve a break, and what better way to relax and recharge
than by cooking something fresh, fun and full of summer flavours?
We’ve done our very best to inject a sense of delight and discovery
into this issue of Leiths Magazine, providing plenty of recipes so you
can explore new techniques and ingredients at home.
Our guest chefs have selected some exciting Asian recipes for you
to cook up and eat al fresco. Our expert suppliers will guide you as
you browse your local food market, you’ll hear refreshing stories from
bright young talent, and our calendar of courses and classes will help
you plan your next trip to Leiths.
If you‘re interested in professional training, we have lots of fantastic
courses for you to choose from. Some can be taken in your spare time
or from home, and most can be combined together to create the perfect
training programme for your dream career. For example, if you wish to
become a food writer, you might combine the Leiths Diploma with our
food writing course. To set up a restaurant, you might add our food
business course to the Essential Certificate. There‘s a complete
smörgåsbord of options to consider.
We’d love to hear what you think of our magazine and courses, so if
we’ve inspired you to try something new or simply brought a smile
to your face, let us know on one of our vibrant social media channels.
Wishing you a fun spring and summer of cooking,
leithscook
leithscooking
leithscooking

Camilla
Camilla Schneideman,
Managing Director

Find us on LinkedIn

SIGN UP TO THE LEITHS NEWSLETTER
Sign up to our newsletter for the latest news, offers, recipes and tips from
the Leiths experts. Occasionally we send information about specific courses.
Help us tailor it to your interests – visit Leiths.com/newsletter

Budding entrepreneurs won’t want to miss
out on the opportunity to benefit from
restaurant consultant Chris Barber’s stellar
advice in How to Start-up a Successful
Food Business, held on the weekend of
20th and 21st July. For those who enjoy
culinary wordcraft, Food Writing with
Andy Lynes (Wednesday evenings from
1st – 22nd May) is brain boosting heaven.

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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Leiths News

New events menus

Netflix star comes to

Did you know that we offer private cookery demonstrations and
classes for groups of colleagues and friends? Perhaps you and
your friends love Masterchef, yet feel daunted by the prospect of
cooking with fine ingredients like scallops, fillet steak or monkfish,
and feel it’s time for a professional masterclass. Maybe you’d like
to spend a day cooking with your children during the summer
break. Or you might even be planning a healthy cooking class
to boost teamwork
and wellbeing at your
workplace. Our events
team is very flexible, so
we can almost certainly
help, and we’ve just
launched some exciting
new menus: Street
Food, Middle Eastern,
and Cooking for Vitality.
You’ll cook with carefully
sourced ingredients
and we’ll even help you
choose complementary
wines. To book, email
events@leiths.com.

If you’ve seen Samin Nosrat’s
gorgeously produced Netflix
series, Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat,
you’ll understand what makes
her cooking so special. It was
magical to watch her making
focaccia in Northern Italy with
freshly pressed olive oil, and
Pavo en Escabeche with
oranges from Yucatán, the
citrus belt of Mexico. We’re
delighted to announce that
Samin will be demonstrating at Leiths from 6.30pm on 23rd May.
Samin has cooked for Hillary Clinton and Jake Gyllenhaal, taught
cookery classes across America, and written for The New York
Times, Bon Appétit and the Guardian, so we’re expecting this
demonstration to be popular!

Leiths

Scottish food breaks

Party inspiration
Get the summer party season off to
a great start with our canapé event on
Saturday 1st June, held in partnership
with Louis Latour wines. You’ll watch
as our chefs demonstrate how to make
delicious canapés such as Smoked
cashew croquetas with butternut squash
purée, Moorish pork skewers with saffron
aïoli and Pâté sablée, orange crème
pâtissière and alpine strawberries.
You’ll try each one alongside a specially
matched wine, with guided tastings lead
by David Hargreaves of Louis Latour.
We’ll send you home with all the recipes
you need to get cooking!

Charity swim

If you’re looking for a unique long weekend, why not join us for one
of our culinary field trips, based at Links House at Royal Dornoch
in the Scottish Highlands? From lobster fishing at Portmahomack
Harbour, to a Scottish cookery class with the Leiths team and
a whisky tasting at Carnegie Whisky Cellars, you’ll learn how to
make the most of the Highlands larder as you relax in five star
luxury. In the evening, you’ll enjoy a delicious dinner created by
Links House Head Chef Javi Santos, followed by fireside drinks.
With a bit of luck you may even see the Northern Lights!
To enquire, please email info@leiths.com or telephone the School.

We’re so proud of our Diploma student Abi Crane Howard, who will be swimming the English Channel, from 1st July,
with her team The Aspire Panthers. Abi will swim in the 22 mile relay race to raise money for Aspire, the spinal cord
injury charity. The 18-year-old aspiring chef, who hails from South East London, says: “Hearing about the work that
Aspire do to help people with spinal cord injury was incredible. Aspire exists because there is currently no cure for
spinal cord injuries. Their work allows people with the injury to lead fulfilling and independent lives in their homes,
with their families, in their workplace and also in their leisure time, which is life changing for them.” To sponsor Abi,
visit www.justgiving.com and search ‘Abi Crane Howard’.
View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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Stylist Kewpie Lishuan, photographer Adrian Lawrence

Focus
on Asia
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By Jennifer Coles

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com

Focus on Asia
If you’re ever on a really boring car journey,
here’s a fun game. Try and name every single
Asian dish you can think of.
From Thai sticky rice, served with charred mango
and sweetened coconut milk, to Atul Kochhar’s
rich egg and potato curry from the beautiful Bengali
region of India, infinite tastes are concocted on
the world’s most populous continent.

BUM
P
CRO ER
P
RECI OF
PES!

Jennifer Joyce

We love Asian food at Leiths; there are no less
than sixteen different Asian one-day classes
on our schedule, our professional syllabus
covers dishes from Japan and Sri Lanka,
and our Managing Director Camilla trained
with Peter Gordon at the Sugar Club in Soho.

My perfect summer day would be spent outside in the garden with
friends, having a late lunch with a cold bottle of wine. I love Asian
food in all ways, shapes and forms, so I’d probably start with
grilled coconut prawns with a papaya salsa, then continue with
miso-glazed baby back ribs with a big bowl of chopped salad and
chilli mayonnaise. To finish off, I’d serve a big platter of chopped
tropical fruit with ginger syrup. I’ve included the recipe for my
Miso-glazed ribs below. The sauce is my own version of Japanese
BBQ sauce, and all of the ingredients are top umami performers!
The trick to all great ribs is to slow cook them first. You can do
that by either boiling them or cooking them slowly in the oven.
Once that’s done, they only need a char on the BBQ, and you’ll
have an incredibly moreish dish on your hands!

So, in homage to this incredible continent,
we’ve asked three of our guest chefs to pick
out their favourite Asian recipes for summer days.

Miso-glazed ribs
Serves 4
Prep: 10 minutes
Cooking time: 3 hours
Ingredients
1 onion, quartered
3 racks of pork baby back ribs, halved into 6 small racks
150ml tamarind purée
2 garlic cloves, crushed
60ml mirin
60ml rice vinegar
4 tablespoons red miso (aka) or pale miso (shiro) paste
3 tablespoons Japanese light soy sauce
1 tablespoon honey
2 tablespoons chilli sauce (sriracha, toban jiang or Chinese chilli sauce)
2 tablespoons toasted sesame seeds
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
sea salt and freshly ground black pepper
chopped coriander (cilantro), to serve
sliced green chillies, to serve
Method
1.	Bring a pot of water to the boil. Add the onion and ribs. Boil for 1
hour or for longer if needed until the meat is tender. Drain and pat dry.
2.	In a small bowl, mix together the tamarind, garlic, mirin, rice
vinegar, miso, soy, honey, chilli sauce and sesame seeds.
3.	Preheat an outdoor grill or chargrill pan. Brush the meat with
the oil and season well with salt and pepper. Grill on low direct
heat until the edges start to crisp and the meat begins to
brown. Start to brush the marinade on and then turn over after
5 minutes. Keep brushing until everything is sticky and golden.
4.	Serve the ribs with a sprinkle of chopped coriander and green
chilli and extra sauce to dip into.
Learn with Jennifer
Taste of East Asia – 26th April, 31st May, 10th September.
Street Food from Around the World – 17th May, 6th July,
27th September.

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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Focus on Asia

Norman Musa

My perfect summer day would involve a cycle ride under
the glorious sun, with pit stops to enjoy home-cooked dishes
and salads. I always feel relaxed near the water, so I’d enjoy being
near a lake or the sea. I love shopping for ingredients and I believe
in supporting the independent and local shops. I’m currently
based in Holland so I’d visit ‘Toko’, an independent deli. I’d cook
the famous Malaysian chicken satay, along with mango salad
and grilled sea bass from my Amazing Malaysian cookbook.
Chicken Satay
(Sate Ayam)
Makes 30 sticks
Ingredients
4 stalks of lemongrass (use bottom half only)
1kg boneless chicken thighs, cut into 10cm long strips
3 tablespoons ground turmeric
½ tablespoon ground cumin
2 teaspoons fine sea salt
3 tablespoons white sugar
30 bamboo satay skewers, 17.5cm long (soaked in water
for 30 minutes if barbecuing)

Method
1. Blitz the lemongrass with a dash of water until smooth, using
a food processor or hand blender. Transfer to a bowl and add
the chicken, turmeric, cumin, salt and 3 tablespoons of sugar.
Mix thoroughly, then leave to marinate for at least 2 hours,
and preferably overnight in the refrigerator.
2. Carefully thread the chicken pieces on to the bamboo skewers.
The meat should cover the skewer to prevent it getting burnt
when grilling. Cover the tip of the skewer too. To make the
brushing oil, put the oil, sugar and coconut milk into a small
bowl and mix well.
3. Satay is best when cooked on a barbeque or a charcoal grill;
alternatively you can use a griddle pan. Place the chicken
skewers on the barbeque or grill and use the bruised lemongrass
to coat them with the oil mixture and keep the moisture in.
Turn the skewers to make sure the chicken is cooked evenly.
4. When the chicken is cooked through, and is brown and slightly
charred, garnish with the onion and cucumber and serve with
peanut sauce*.

For the brushing oil
100ml vegetable oil
1 tablespoon white sugar
50ml coconut milk
1 stalk of lemongrass, bruised
For the garnish
1 red onion, cut into thick slices
1 cucumber, cut into small wedges

Learn with Norman
1st June, 20th July, 28th September, 9th November.
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*Find our peanut sauce recipe at Leiths.com.

Focus on Asia

Judy Joo
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Summer means barbecue and picnics! I like to jazz up the usual
barbecue by throwing some great Korean marinated meat on
the grill. Kalbi, a soy and ginger infused short rib of beef, always
pleases the crowd - the sweet fragrant smoke alone will get your
guests salivating. Give corn on the cob some gusto by slathering
it with a moreish miso butter and finishing it with some dried chili
flakes. Also, don’t be afraid of throwing fish on the grill; investing
in a nice cedar plank will infuse gorgeous flavour into any seafood.
Broccoli, mushroom and sesame salad
Serves 4–6
This light fresh salad can be served as a banchan or as a larger
plate. You’ll find that it is quite tasty, and the nuttiness of the
sesame oil paired with the tartness of the apple vinegar is
a great combination.
Ingredients
Sea salt
2 tablespoons roasted sesame seeds
1 tablespoon toasted sesame oil
1 tablespoon soy sauce
1 tablespoon Korean apple vinegar (sagwa-shikcho) or rice vinegar
¼ teaspoon gochugaru (Korean chilli flakes), plus extra to garnish
(optional)
2 cloves garlic, grated or finely chopped
175g broccoli florets
115g button mushrooms, stems trimmed and thinly sliced
2 spring onions, thinly sliced on an angle
Method
Bring a large pot of salted water to the boil and prepare an iced
water bath. Meanwhile, in a large bowl, stir together the sesame
seeds, sesame oil, soy sauce, vinegar, chilli flakes, garlic and salt
to taste. Set the dressing aside.
Blanch the broccoli in the boiling water for 1½ –2 minutes until
crisp-tender and then shock in the iced water bath. Drain well.
Add the blanched broccoli, mushrooms and spring onions to the
bowl with the dressing and toss to coat.
Transfer to a platter, sprinkle with chilli flakes, if liked, and serve.
Taken from: Korean Food Made Simple by Judy Joo,
£22, Jacqui Small. Photography Jean Cazals.

Learn with Judy
21st May.
Love umami flavours?
Try something completely new and join us for Japanese
Robata Grilling with Silla Bjerrum on Sat 13th April,
or Japanese Cookery with Yuki Gomi on Thur 27th June.

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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Media courses

Superstylin’
Our food styling course is so popular, we’ve trained more than 150 food stylists in the
past three years. Our students’ work is always a treat for the eyes, but what is it about
creating food photography that is so enjoyable? Leiths PR & Communications Officer
Pamela Daniels speaks to those in the know, and discovers photoshoot secrets.

Rebecca Woollard (right) and Jayne Cross
teach our Food Styling course.
Can you describe a day in the life
of a Food Stylist?
Rebecca: Generally it involves an early
start! I tend to leave home at around
6.30am with my car loaded up with all the
food shopping for the day and any food
I’ve prepped the day before. I also carry my
knife roll and styling kit, along with mixers,
hot air guns, and various kitchen items such
as cake tins, depending on the job. I drive
to the photographer’s studio, arriving so
I’m ready to get going by nine. Then there’s
usually an hour or two of prepping before
we start shooting. I will work out roughly
which order I would like to shoot things
in, but it also depends on the client’s
wishes - you have to be flexible. Once I’ve
talked everything over with the client and
photographer, I spend the day alternating
between prepping shots and styling them.
There’s a lot of back and forth between
kitchen and set. Once the shots are all
done I clear the kitchen down, pack up the
leftover shopping and food and load up my
car again. Shoots are usually done by 5pm.
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What are the must haves in your
styling toolkit?
Jayne: A good set of knives are a must.
Beyond this, I have an extensive tool kit
full of “just in case” items such as a blow
torch, a tube of super glue, tweezers,
paintbrushes, cotton buds, a water
spritzer and a chopstick.
Do you feel it is essential to be
a trained and qualified chef to be
a good food stylist?
Jayne: You definitely need to be
a good cook to be a good food stylist,
so training and becoming a qualified chef
is a good idea if you need to boost your
skills. A qualification gives confidence
to prospective clients. Having said that,
I’ve worked with assistants who haven’t
any formal cookery training but are very
good cooks. They practice a lot at home
and learn on the job.
What makes you two the perfect
teaching duo?
Rebecca: Wow that’s a difficult one to
answer! I think Jayne and I have come to
this job from very different backgrounds my food styling experience was just a part
of my work on food magazines, whereas
Jayne has a background in fashion and
retrained specifically as a food stylist.
My area of expertise is definitely editorial
as that’s where I’ve worked for ten
years, and as a food editor I understand
magazines and know what editors and
art directors need from their images.
Jayne has done a lot of editorial work,
but also a huge amount of commercial
work, and she has all the technical
know-how that comes along with that.

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com

Aside from the ability to follow a recipe
and execute brilliant plates of food,
what other qualities would you look
for in a food stylist?
Rebecca: You have to be seriously
organised and able to multitask, and keep
your cool even when things are going
desperately wrong sometimes. No matter
what’s going on in the kitchen you have
to present a confident front to a client and
be able to get yourself out of trouble, so
a great working knowledge of cookery is
absolutely essential - if you don’t know
why a recipe has gone wrong, you won’t be
able to fix it. You’ve also got to be prepared
to do a huge amount of physical work endless washing up, standing or kneeling in
awkward positions for hours on set, lugging
heavy boxes and bags of shopping up
and down stairs. It’s not glamorous!

Shot styled by Rachel Ditchburn and
photographed by Adrian Lawrence.

The Teachers

Media courses
Ultimately the food must look beautiful and
the best results are often achieved if these
processes are as natural as possible. With
the right ingredients it
can be made to look effortless!
Is there a sense of cameraderie?
Yes, in fact I’ve found over the years that
the food stylists I worked with the most
have been those that I’ve enjoyed spending
the day, week or even months with. When
you’re working under pressure for eight
hours a day, as part of a small team,
everyone needs to be as comfortable
as possible. Collaboration is essential.
Which clients are you most proud of?
I’d say Saturday Telegraph Magazine (very
interesting and enjoyable shoots), National
Geographic Traveller UK and delicious.
magazine (love the team). But really,
everyone!

Shot styled by Grace Hatley
and photographed by Adrian Lawrence.

What type of opportunities have students
moved on to doing after taking the two
day course at Leiths?
Jayne: Students have taken up exciting
opportunities at delicious. magazine, BBC
Good Food, Saturday Kitchen, Waitrose
Magazine and M&S.
What is your best advice to someone
starting out a career in food styling?
Rebecca: Assist as much as you can and
make a good impression - do the washing
up cheerfully, stay organised, listen to
instructions and be enthusiastic. Assisting
is the best way to meet photographers and
clients and build up a wealth of knowledge
from lots of different stylists. Once you’ve
got some good experience you can start
to build up a portfolio - a lot of assistants
team up with assistant photographers and
do this together. When you’re happy with
your portfolio you just need to get it out
there - be prepared to do a lot of emailing!
It’s a tough world to break into, but once
you’re in it’s very easy to get recommended
as everyone knows each other!

The Photographer

The Former Student

How did you get your foot in the door?
I was lucky enough to complete work
experience with Waitrose and M&S before
assisting Leiths graduate Laura Urschel
on shoots for Waitrose and Partners.
Beyond this, I just kept cooking and
experimenting and doing everything I
could to show people I was passionate
and reliable.
Who inspires you?
Without the help of Laura Urschel
I definitely wouldn’t have come as far as I
have! Jayne has also been a great support;
she gave me the advice and confidence
to really go for it! In terms of daily
inspiration, I’m a big fan of food stylists on
Instagram whether they are well known or
not. I’ve always admired the work of Rob
Morris, Bea Lubas and Sal Henley.
How would you describe your
professional style?
When it comes to bringing a dish to life,
I believe you need some context. I have
always been about setting a narrative and
telling a story, whether that’s through the
use of people or just by creating a whole
scene rather than just using single plates.
What do you enjoy most?
The atmosphere on a food styling
shoot is brilliant! There’s always a buzz
and everyone is relaxed but determined
which makes the day very enjoyable.
What would you say to people wanting
a career in food styling?
Just go for it! Be confident and contact
people who inspire you. Having a small
portfolio of your work is also a brilliant
idea to showcase your style and
techniques - and collect lots of props!

Hi Charlie, can you describe your
approach to food photography?
As a photographer, you work very closely
with a food stylist, literally, quite often in
a small set the photographer has created,
or sometimes in a studio with no
windows. Sharing ideas, discussing ways
to approach the shoot (which is often
time-sensitive), making joint decisions
on which props work best with which
dishes - they all require a calm,
methodical approach, supreme organisation
and meticulous attention to detail.

Xenia Cobb completed the Leiths Food
Styling course in March 2018 and was
a finalist in the 2018 Pink Lady Food
Photographer of the Year competition.
What motivated you to start a career
in food?
It was actually my late grandma, she always
pushed me to cook and bake new things
as a child. When I was young, I had no idea
it could become a career, but it’s always
been my passion.

Shot styled by Xenia Cobb and
photographed by Adrian Lawrence.

Charlie Richards is an independent
photographer specialising in food and drink.
With a strong interest in travel, foreign
culture, language and cuisine, Charlie works
for a wide range of clients in both the UK
and abroad, shooting a mixture of daylight,
flash and constant lighting, to produce
clean, fresh images.

From food photography and food
styling, to summer holiday training
in cooking on camera for adults and
teens alike, we run some fantastic
food media courses at Leiths. You can
find full details at www.leiths.com/
courses/food-media.

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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By Jennifer Coles

When I first moved to London, I lived directly opposite Borough Market.
It was 2014, so the market was pretty well developed, and living in the
aura of such a bustling, delectable foodie Mecca was simultaneously
fantastic for my cooking and disastrous for my bank balance.

Suddenly, my Moroccan tagine was
made using lamb and stock from
the Rhug Estate in Wales, squishy
tomatoes and apricots from Chegworth
Valley, and freshly ground cumin from
Spice Mountain.

~Diggory~

The amount I spent was alarming, but there
was such a good flavour payoff; the spices
were lively and the sauce was deeply tasty.
I’d make my tagine for a dinner party, then
fight the urge to run off with the cooking
pot so I could have it all to myself!
If you’ve ever taken a Leiths class, we
hope you’ve noticed the quality of our
ingredients. It’s really important to us
that you cook with the best, whether you’re
taking an enthusiast class or aiming for
a professional qualification. We talk to
the people that uphold these standards.

Diggory, our buyer, lives in London with
his partner Cecile and children Clementine,
4, and Senan, 2. It’s fair to say Diggory is a
linchpin at Leiths; by staying on top of our
food orders, he makes sure everything
runs smoothly.
Diggory: It’s really important we find good
suppliers for Leiths because reliability is
everything. At a restaurant, you can change
something on the menu and the customers
won’t know, but at a cookery school, you
follow a curriculum.
Buying seafood is the most challenging
part of my job. If you’re buying beef, you’ll
speak to your supplier and they’ll know

12

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com

a nice farmer in Hertfordshire who’s had
his beef hanging for 28 days. You know
it’s available. When it comes to seafood,
the students might be cooking with live
scallops or live clams, and these need to
be supplied fresh on the day of the class.
If there are storms off the French coast
and the fishermen can’t catch clams,
you don’t have clams. You can substitute
mussels in the students’ spaghetti alle
vongole, but there’s only a certain
amount of wriggle room.
I really do think that sourcing good produce
helps us maintain our connection with
where our food comes from. In London,
you can really lose sight of that. A lot of
us live in flats and don’t have a garden,
and the waiting list for an allotment can
be four years long. A lot of us use meal
delivery apps, which mean we don’t
even have to go out and choose our raw
ingredients. Then you ask your children
where chicken comes from, and they say
‘the supermarket’.
I believe Leiths helps to restore that
connection. You’ve got classes like
Fabulous Fish, where home cooks can
come in and learn how to fillet a whole fish,
and our knife skills and butchery classes.
A few weeks ago we had a high flying
banker on a knife skills class. He’d never
chopped an onion before, and he really
enjoyed doing it for himself. It’s great
to see good fresh ingredients helping
to broaden people’s horizons.

Our ingredients
The best part of my job is working with
the Leiths team; we have a really strong
admin team in Jo and Rosie, who make
sure I get class menus on time, and the
storeroom team manage our food storage
beautifully. My role is quite pressured but
there’s a good work/life balance. As long
as I stay ahead of the game, when I go
home, I can focus on my family.

~Kerby~

Besides, I think it feels that bit more special
going to a fishmonger to get fish for dinner.
I’m probably biased as I love what I do!
As well as Leiths, we supply the restaurant
trade. I don’t name drop but it does include
many well-known restaurants. We also
supply a few French and Portuguese
restaurants who really focus on fish.
You have to be good at what you to do
to supply chefs; they don’t compromise
on quality, and they have a keen eye on the
yield - how many portions you can get from
a whole fish.
We see trends here, just like any other area
of the food industry. It’s generally led by
celebrity chefs; if something is on Saturday
Kitchen we’ll invariably see people coming
in and asking for that fish for a few weeks.
If you want to try something different,
I’d suggest Gurnard. I think it’s really
under-utilised; it’s quite similar to red
mullet at a fraction of the price. It’s at its
best pan-fried or cooked in the oven.

~Clive~

I found the job of supplying chefs
challenging when I first started out,
but I’ve been around long enough now
to understand how most kitchens work.
Communication is everything; most clients
will understand that if there is a shortage,
you can’t work magic, but it’s very
important to keep them informed.
There is nothing wrong with shopping in
the supermarket if you’re an enthusiastic
home cook, the only issue is that you
have to take what they supply. If you have
your own grocer, you can make requests.
You can get to know them, and they’ll
understand the sort of thing you like to
cook. You’ll also find a higher proportion
of the fruit and vegetables are seasonal,
as seasonal produce offers much better
value for a smaller business.
When it comes to fruit and vegetables,
I always advise people to try anything they
see that they haven’t tried before, as they
might like it! It’s good to make the most of
what’s in season. It’s late January now, and
blood oranges are fantastic. Make sure you
try rhubarb at the start of the season, as it’s
not the same later on.
If I was to suggest one thing to try before
you die, it would be truffles. If you’ve
tasted truffle oil you’ll have an idea of the
aroma and the flavour, but there is nothing
like a real truffle for aroma, flavour and
consistency. Set yourself the challenge
and get tasting!

Michael Perkins-Lewis, or Kerby to his
friends, is a sales executive at James Knight
of Mayfair. The company specialise in fresh,
sustainable fish, and they even supply the
royal family. Kerby has been supplying
Leiths for the past four years.
Kerby: The easiest way to tell if a fish is
fresh is to smell it. If it doesn’t smell like
fish, it’s fresh! You always want to look for
clarity in the eyes and redness in the gills.
If you want good fish, I’d always suggest
finding a fishmonger. It takes two years
to train and we put a lot of care and
attention into what we do. The fish you find
at a fishmongers is less mass-produced;
there‘s more choice and we’ll take the
time to prepare it exactly how you need it.
We avoid over-handling the fish, or using
any artificial treatments to keep it fresh.

Clive Thornicroft is co-owner of
Thornicrofts, who supply the majority of
the fruit and vegetables cooked by Leiths
students. We’ve been working with Clive
for 15 years.
I’m really proud of what we do. Last year
we read The Caterer magazine’s awards,
and realised we supplied both the best
hotel, and the best restaurant. I like to
think we supply the best U.K. cookery
school too!

If you’d like to sharpen your skills
whilst using some of the best produce
you can get your hands on, join us
for How to Cook - The Perfect Steak
on Sat 8th June, Knife Skills - Chicken
and Fish on Sat 29th June, Fabulous
Fish on Sat 13th April, Sat 6th July
or Sat 7th September, or Knife Skills Fruit, Vegetables and Herbs on
Sat 4th May, Mon 3rd June,
Sat 13th July, Wed 28th August
or Thur 12th Sep.

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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Our smörgåsbord
of courses
The Leiths
Diploma

Become a resourceful, well-rounded chef on our
flagship Diploma. This is usually taken over three
terms, but those with suitable professional experience
(or those who have taken the Essential Certificate)
are often able to take the Two Term Diploma.

The Foundation Certificate

This full time, 11-week course can lead to work catering for private
dinner parties and catered accommodation in the UK and abroad.

Food Photography

WSET Level
2 Award
In Wines
and Spirits

Learn how to taste wine
like a professional, understand
grape varietals and producing
regions, and pair food and wine.
A good first step towards
a wealth of wine industry, PR,
and front-of-house roles.

This practical two-day course will teach you how
to create mouth-watering images of food.

How to be a
Food Presenter

Learn to cook for the cameras, including
a day filming on location!
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Nutrition
in Culinary Practice

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com

From catering for food allergies to the truth about
superfoods, our accredited nutrition course balances
nutritional theory with hands-on cooking sessions.

Skills Weeks

We offer six different skills weeks in the summer and at Christmas.

We offer a range of flexible learning options that can be taken
in any combination that takes you where you want to go.
For example, to become a recipe developer, you
may wish to combine the Leiths Diploma with Recipe
Writing. Or, to launch your own healthy meal
delivery company, you might combine Nutrition
in Culinary Practice with the Foundation Certificate
and our Food Business course.

The Essential Certificate

Learn a complete set of foundation-level professional skills
on this intensive course, which can be taken full-time for
a month or as a part-time evening course.

There’s a veritable smörgåsbord of options, so fill
up your plate!
To find out more about our professional courses,
join us at our Open Evening, which will be held
on Wednesday 5th June 2019. Visit www.leiths.com/
openevenings to book your spot.
It’s also possible to arrange a tour of the school and
an informal interview during normal working hours.
Please call the School on 0208 749 6400 to enquire.

Food Styling

Find out more about this course on page 10.

The Online Essential Certificate
Take a foundation-level professional course from
the comfort of your own kitchen. See page 21.

Food Business

If you’ve got a bright idea, we’ll help you
draft your business plan, understand cash
flow and avoid hidden pitfalls!
Illustration based on Swedish smorgasbord. Postcard, early 20th century. © Look and Learn / Elgar Collection

Food Writing

An experienced journalist will teach you how
to transport your reader to a Thai food market
or review your local Italian with flair.

Recipe Writing

Learn how to write informative, easy-to-follow recipes
and develop new dishes without plagiarising other recipes.

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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Quality cookware
Engineered to last

Excellent

proware-kitchen.co.uk

Vegan cooking

Herbivore Heaven
By Jennifer Coles

“I took the course because I wanted to
find out how to get the most from vegan
ingredients, and make ‘free from’ dishes
from scratch. The chocolate mousse we
made using aquafaba and silken tofu
was a revelation! Even my husband,
who is a very traditional eater, thought
it was amazing.

When you step back and look at it,
the cultural shift towards veganism
is really remarkable.
When I was growing up in the 1990’s,
we’d come across the occasional
vegetarian, and my mum would dig out
her trusty Delia Smith stuffed pepper
recipe. I don’t think we ever met a vegan.

“I liked the mixture of demonstration and
hands-on cooking, and the fact that we
made a range of dishes, some complex,
some more simple, so there was something
for every occasion.

It was definitely seen as something a bit
odd, and I remember giggling at a scene
in the 1999 film Notting Hill, when Hugh
Grant’s character was set up on a date
with a woman who described herself
as a ‘fruitarian’.

“We’ve already made the chickpea curry,
which uses ingredients many people will
already have in the store cupboard. It was
a really informative day, with friendly staff
and delicious wine.”

“We only eat things that have fallen from
the tree or bush, that are in fact already
dead,” she explained, as everyone in the
cinema chuckled.
Twenty years on, and veganism is
associated with health and virtue,
and every time there’s a new cookbook
by Ella Woodward, David Bailey or
Luise Vindahl, it becomes a little more
mainstream and desirable.
Veganism is big business, too. Research
by the Vegan Society estimates there are
around 540,000 vegans in Great Britain,
up from 150,000 in 2006. Mintel say that
9% of food products launched last year
carried a vegan claim.
Waitrose has embraced the trend,
creating dedicated vegan sections in
125 supermarkets nationwide.
Of course, people have diverse reasons for
going vegan, from environmental concerns,
to animal rights issues and dairy allergies.
There are also a growing number of
flexitarians who eat partially vegan diets.

Leiths guest Tessa Davies
Whether you’ve decided to eat a completely
vegan diet, or you‘d just like to try the
occasional vegan meal, we’re here to
ensure it’s a delicious experience.
Our one day ‘Essential Vegan’ class has
sold out repeatedly since we first offered it
in 2016. Tessa Davies, a psychologist from
St Albans, took the class in January.
“I’m interested in healthy eating generally,
and I was curious about veganism,”
she said.
“My daughter has several food allergies,
so that sparked my interest in cooking
without dairy. I’ve read a lot of articles
about veganism, and we’ve eaten at
Tredwells in London, a Marcus Wareing
restaurant which has a plant-based
tasting menu.

The Essential Vegan will run again
on Sat 11th May, Tues 11th June
and Sat 31st August.
We also offer a four-part evening
course, The Everyday Vegan,
which will be held on Wednesdays
from 19th June to 10th July. New for
2019, you can book a single session
of this course. So whether you fancy
honing some show-stopping vegan
recipes for dinner parties, improving
your vegan baking skills so you don’t
miss out on bread and cake,
or learning some protein-packed
dishes to ensure you are well
nourished, you can join us for
a single evening, a few evenings,
or the whole course.
Visit Leiths.com to book.

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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HOW TO MAKE FRUIT COULIS
STEP BY STEP
A coulis is a simple
uncooked fruit
sauce. They are
quick and easy
to make, delicious
served with ice
cream, mousses
and other desserts,
and a great way
to use up a glut of summer fruit. They are
usually made with a sugar syrup, which
helps to stop them separating. You can
find recipes for Mango and passionfruit
coulis, as well as a classic Melba sauce,
in our book How to Cook, available to
buy at the School or on Amazon.

3 Boiling the sugar syrup steadily.

1 Agitating the sugar as it dissolves to
prevent it from caking on the bottom of the pan.

2 Brushing down the sides of the pan
to wash down any sugar crystals.

4 Pouring the cooled sugar syrup onto
the raspberries in the food processor,
ready to purée.

5 Straining the coulis through a chinois
to remove the seeds.

A note on seasoning a sweet dish
Sugar is the usual sweet seasoning.
When making a sauce such as raspberry
coulis, where the fruit is naturally quite
sharp, enough sugar must be used to
season the coulis to enhance the flavour
of the raspberries and to balance their
acidity. Always consider what the coulis
is going to be served with too, when
seasoning. If it will be served with
something very sweet, the contrast
will be too great if the raspberry coulis
is under-sweetened and overly sharp.
6 The finished raspberry coulis, with the
correct ‘floodable’ consistency.
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For lots more
HOW TO
guides visit
www.leiths.com/
how-tos.

Keen to explore all the options
for pudding?
Don’t miss our How to Cook:
Desserts class on Saturday 13th July!

Ask Ailie

Teen skills

BUM
P
CRO ER
P
RECI OF
PES!

with Ailie Bishop

In the meantime, why not cook together?
One of my favourite recipes as a university
student was this Shepherd’s Pie; it can be
a life-saver when time is tight. I still come
back to it even now I’ve trained as a chef.

Our marketing assistant Ailie is
a Leiths-trained chef, plus she runs
a catering company with her partner
Dan Cameron. She‘s here to answers
your culinary queries.

Q.

It’s both filling and healthy, and microwaves
really well during exam time, so give it a try.

Dear Ailie, my son is heading off
to study English at Bristol University in
September. He’s got a great grip on
Chaucer but only cooks cheese toasties!
What would you advise?

A.

The first thing I’d say is not to
worry, he’s not alone! When I was young
I spent hours baking cakes and making
lasagne, but when I ventured off to
university, I realised that not everyone
had this experience.
Beyond baked beans and scrambled eggs,
my university friends were pretty much lost
in the kitchen. During the first year, they’d
spend fortunes on takeaways to avoid
having to cook for themselves. They slowly
learnt to cook the basics, but there were
a few expensive and wasteful catastrophes
along the way!

Shepherd‘s Pie with Sweet Potatoes
Preparation - 1½ hours
Reheating time - 30 minutes
Serves 4

When you’re homesick, it’s so comforting
to be able make your favourite dish. Even
though your parents aren’t there, you feel
closer to them somehow. A good dose of
familiar cooking certainly helped lift my
spirits on more than one occasion.
I also believe that cooking cultivates an
open-minded and welcoming approach,
as well as a can-do attitude, and that can
be carried far beyond the kitchen.
I can guess what you’re thinking. ‘Yes Ailie,
but how do I convince my son to roll up
his sleeves?’
Well, we have the perfect solution.

In my mind, it’s far better to learn to cook
before you leave home. Nothing spells
independence quite like knowing how
to cook for yourself.
It’s much healthier and cheaper; especially
after a long day of lectures. A teenager
with cooking skills can make the most
of the leftovers in the fridge by making
a delicious and nutritious stir fry, while their
non-cooking peer is left rummaging through
the cupboards for anything that can be
eaten straight out of the box, or reaching
for their phone to place yet another
Deliveroo order.

The Kitchen Survival Kit is a week-long
course that equips teens with indispensable
techniques whilst giving them the
opportunity to hone their skills with secondto-none guidance from the Leiths chefs.
They’ll learn a fantastic array of recipes
that are bound to impress everyone from
new housemates to a potential love interest
(oooh!) as well as useful tips on batch
cooking when simply being a teenager
takes up all of their time.
This brilliant course will be running in
the upcoming summer holidays.

Ingredients
450g/1lb lean lamb mince
1 onion, finely chopped
1 stick celery, finely chopped
2 carrots, finely chopped
570ml/1pint lamb stock
1 teaspoon flour
1 teaspoon tomato puree
1 tablespoon Worcester sauce
1 bay leaf
2 medium sweet potatoes, peeled and cut
into cubes
2 medium white potatoes, peeled and cut
into cubes
150ml/¼ pint milk
250g baby spinach
30g/1oz butter and a knob to finish
salt and freshly ground black pepper
Method
1. Heat the frying pan and add half of the
mince. Brown well all over. Remove with
a slotted spoon and place in a large
saucepan. Brown the remaining mince
and place in the same saucepan.
2. Fry the onion, celery and carrots, cooking
over a low heat until soft and lightly
coloured. Tip into the saucepan with
the meat.
3. Add 150ml/¼ pint of the stock to the
frying pan and bring to the boil, scraping
the bottom of the pan to loosen the
sediment.
4. Add the flour to the saucepan of meat,

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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Teen skills
stir over the heat for 2 minutes and then
add all of the stock, the tomato puree,
the Worcester sauce and the bay leaf.
Season well. Bring to the boil and then
simmer for 1 hour or until the meat
is tender.
5. Meanwhile prepare the mashed potatoes.
Cook the potatoes in 2 separate pans
of salted water until soft. Drain very well
and return to one of the saucepans.
Mash over a medium heat, allowing them
to dry out as you do, taking care that
the mashed potato doesn’t stick to the
bottom of the pan. Add the (heated) milk
and butter, mix well and season to taste.
6. Preheat the oven to 200°C/400°F/gas
mark 6.
7. Remove the bay leaf from the mince
and, if necessary, reduce by boiling
rapidly until the sauce is syrupy.
Stir the spinach into the meat.
8. Pour the lamb and spinach into an oven
proof dish. Pile the potato mash over the
pie filing and fork it up roughly. Dot with
a little extra butter and reheat thoroughly.

About Ailie

Hire a Chef
If you are looking to hire a chef in the UK or abroad,
Leiths List can help you find the perfect candidate.
Our top quality chefs, most of whom trained at Leiths,
come highly recommended.
From a one-off intimate dinner party to a sensational
celebration; from holiday catering to a live-in cook,
our trained chefs offer an unforgettable gourmet
experience.

“Amazing.
Best week
of my life,
food-wise.”
– Giles Coran,
The Times

Ailie initially studied fashion management
at UAL and had various creative jobs before
re-training as a chef, graduating from the
Leiths Diploma with distinction in 2017.
She now runs an events company with
her partner Dan Cameron, as well as doing
wonderful work for the Leiths marketing
team. You can see her gorgeous cooking
on instagram (ailie_aioli) and check out her
business at www.cameronandco.events.
Our five-day Kitchen Survival Kit
for 18-25 year olds will run from
Mon 19th to Fri 23rd August.
If a full week doesn’t tickle their fancy
we also offer one-day classes for
teenagers in various world cuisines.
Upcoming classes include:
Let’s Cook! Sushi and Japanese
– 8th April
Let’s Cook! Tasty Teen Vegetarian
– 15th April
Let’s Cook! Easter Baking
– 16th April
Let’s Cook! Tapas and Spanish
Cookery for Teenagers – 29th May
Let’s Cook! Street Food for Teenagers
– 11th July
Let’s Cook! Teen Baker – 12th July
Visit Leiths.com to book.
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01225 722983
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Online learning

LEITHS GOES TO
INFINITE KITCHENS,
AND BEYOND!
Some exciting changes have been afoot at Leiths. Thanks to our partnership
with Workshop, a start-up technology business, we’ve moved into the thrilling
and limitless world of distance learning.
For many years, we held the Essential
Certificate in the kitchens at Leiths during
the summer holidays. This full time,
intensive four-week course gave students
the chance to learn a wide range of
professional cookery skills in a really
short space of time.
In 2016, we offered this as an evening
course too, and last year, we introduced
a distance learning option.
The Online Essential goes far beyond
the quick cookery videos you can find
on YouTube. Students follow a proper
curriculum, learning core skills and
repeating them until they are second nature.
Everything is broken down into steps,
and the video pauses when you need to
do something, and waits for you to click
‘done’ before continuing.
There’s teacher and peer support
throughout, and it all culminates in an
in-person assessment at Leiths...we don’t
let you off the hook on that one!
We’ve been overwhelmed by the response;
the first sixteen places sold out in under
a week!
We spoke to Josh Taylor, the brains behind
the app, to see if his feet have touched
the ground...

Hi Josh, so to start us off, could you
explain your professional background?

Workshop is really your ‘baby’, what
gave you the idea for it?

I initially trained as an engineer at the
University of Bath before going to work
with my brother at SORTEDfood, who
are the creators of one of the UK’s most
popular online cooking shows. I learnt
so much about food, tech and video
production that I would later carry
through into my work on Workshop.

Learning new skills is one of my favourite
things to do in my spare time. I’ve taken
in-person lessons in everything from coding
to piano and, with the internet being such
a huge pool of knowledge, I assumed that
if I wanted to learn online instead, any skill
I needed would be just a few clicks away.

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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But after trying and failing to complete
a bunch of online courses and tutorials,
I realised that no one had used the power
of modern technology to make the process
of learning at home any better than learning
in the classroom.
So that’s where the idea for Workshop
came from! I wanted to develop a better
way of learning from home.

Did you always know that Workshop
would focus on cookery training?
Cooking was an ideal starting point for
Workshop as it’s a skill that can only be
learnt through experience. After nearly
two years, we’re now expanding into
new categories, but we wanted to make
sure that we created the best possible
experience for cooks before moving on.

...THE ONLINE ESSENTIAL CAN PROVIDE
YOU WITH ALL THE SAME SKILLS. IT’S AN
EXPERIENCE THAT COMES AS CLOSE AS
POSSIBLE TO THE REAL THING.
What’s so different about Workshop?
Technology gives us the ability to bring
teachers and students from around the
world together in ways that have never
previously been possible.
But rather than developing a new way
of teaching that embraces this potential,
online course providers tend to copy
the traditional lecture-based style of
teaching that was never intended for
online leaning.
With this problem in mind, I got in
touch with Dan, my old housemate and
engineering coursemate. After rooting
through heaps of academic research on
learning behaviours and neuroscience,
we built our platform from the ground up,
focusing above all else on the idea
of “learning by doing”.
By breaking everything down into small
steps, Workshop makes the process of
learning as simple and straightforward
as possible. Online course providers
offer long-form, theory-heavy tutorials
that can be overwhelming and difficult
to follow. Learning on Workshop is as
simple as setting your phone down,
following the instructions you’re given
at your own pace, and reflecting on
your experience as you go.

Why do you think partnering with Leiths
works so well?
While technology allows us to deliver
a brain-friendly learning experience, the
starting point is always exceptional content.
Everyone we spoke to in the cooking world
referred back to Leiths as the benchmark
for educational quality, so it was clear
that together we could create something
truly special.
I believe that Leiths is the best U.K.
cookery school; you offer very thorough
training, yet you encompass so many
international cuisines and you’re constantly
evolving. There’s so much potential to
develop further courses, and we know
you’re open to fresh ideas.
How have you found the creative
process?
Working with Leiths has been a dream!
With everyone at school so knowledgeable
on how to effectively teach culinary
students, we’ve been inspired with so many
ideas on how to create the best possible
experience for online students.
Is a Workshop class a substitute for
a real life cookery class?
Nothing can beat the sensational
experience of an in-person cookery class
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at Leiths! Yet if you can’t make it to Leiths’
London kitchens or you’d rather stay in the
comfort of your own kitchen, the Online
Essential can provide you with all the same
skills. It’s an experience that comes as
close as possible to the real thing.
Does an online cookery class have any
advantages over a real life cookery
class? How can you replicate having an
experienced chef by your side to catch
you at the point you make a mistake and
put you back on course? Or someone
to ask questions as they occur to you?
In the stress-free environment of their own
home, students have complete control over
where and when they take each session
of the course.
By joining a small peer group of likeminded
learners at the start of the course, students
can discuss their individual experiences,
troubleshoot any issues and give one
another personal feedback throughout.
Every student is also given a direct line
to their class mentor, who will always be
on hand to provide help and advice.
What’s the best thing about your job
generally and creating this course?
Building this course has been such
a satisfying process; as an engineer
I love to make things and figure out design
solutions. Beyond that, the best part of
my job is hearing the amazing stories of
our users…
The Leiths online course is currently
transforming the lives of so many students
around the world. They’re following their
dreams of becoming professional cooks
and some are even starting their own
culinary businesses.
Without this course, these people had
no way of learning the skills they needed,
and so I’m thrilled to play my small part
in helping them fulfil their life ambitions.
Keen to hone your cookery skills
but unable to travel to our London
kitchens? Learn from the comfort
of your own kitchen with our Online
Essential Professional Cooking
Certificate. The next course starts
on 6th April. After that, please visit
www.workshop.ws for upcoming dates.

Leiths Academy

Behind the scenes:

Leiths courses
for schools
As we grow older, we become accustomed to the world around us.
We know that cakes are made from butter, eggs, sugar and flour,
that certain flowers can be eaten, and that funny little organisms
known collectively as ‘yeast’ will make bread rise.
Yet when you are young, all this is new,
and quite surprising!
One of the most wonderful businesses
that we run under the Leiths umbrella
is the Leiths Academy.
Since its launch in 1996, more than 50
schools across the U.K. have partnered
with us to offer Leiths cookery courses
to their pupils.
Academy teachers create a warm, friendly
environment in which children can discover
food, and it’s great to see the children’s
enjoyment as they make scones by hand,
or learn knife skills and make fun shapes
using strawberries and kiwi fruit.
Leiths Academy teachers put a huge
amount of work into an incredibly rewarding
job, as Rebecca Landshoff explains.

Rebecca
Rebecca has been teaching cookery at
St Mary’s School in Cambridge since
2016. She teaches the Leiths Introductory
Certificate in Food and Wine to years 12
and 13, as well as running Leiths Let’s Cook!
classes for Year 6 pupils.
The first time I stepped into a teaching
kitchen I was very emotional! I was
surrounded by young boys and girls
learning knife skills. I welled up as I looked
around the room, knowing it was exactly
where I wanted to be. It’s not an easy job by

any means; I don’t think any teacher would
say that. Teaching a practical subject is
always quite physically demanding; I clock
up a huge number of steps by the end of
a school day. It truly keeps me on my toes!
Yet I feel very lucky to teach cookery; it’s
an active and creative subject that enables
a huge range of students with different
abilities to shine and be themselves. They
can see the results of their hard work in

every single lesson, and it gives them
a huge sense of reward.
Cooking is an essential life skill - everyone
should know how to cook and how to eat
well. Over the years we, as a nation, have
steadily been losing our skills and food
knowledge, eating together less as families,
and picking up ready-to-eat meals which
are bad for our health.
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Leiths Academy
The students on our Leiths courses are
learning excellent recipes and skills for life,
not just fancy dishes that they will never
cook again at the end of the course.

Will

Given the choice, most pupils ask to cook
cakes, cookies and anything made with
chocolate and sugar! However, once they
actually start to cook, they seem to find
it most satisfying to make fresh pasta or
a delicious focaccia.
They’re always excited when we talk
about career opportunities. Some already
know that they want to study nutrition at
university, and many take catering jobs
in the holidays. It gives them an extra skill
and boosts their confidence as they go
out into a competitive world.

Blooper
Alert!
When I was training to be a food teacher,
I would demonstrate skills to classes of
up to 30 pupils. I’d go to the butcher in
advance and ask them to package up the
correct quantities of meat, then I’d freeze
it until the day before my lesson.
Once, in a rush, I defrosted a package of
sausages instead of mince for a ragu we
were making for an Italian project. I didn’t
realise until I had started the lesson and
was showing them the ingredients! Luckily,
I had an onion and garlic to prep, a really
kind technician, and a village shop nearby.
I was able to do some extremely detailed
demonstrations of knife skills while she
jumped in the car to buy me a pack of
emergency mince! It was a real lesson
in good labelling.

Will
Will Clothier is a former Leiths Academy
student. He took the Introductory
Certificate at Worksop College in
Nottinghamshire, achieving a distinction
and winning the Leiths Book Prize.
Will is currently on a placement year,
working in Conservation Management
on a reserve in South Africa, and hopes
to be a wildlife filmmaker. You can see his
stunning photography on Instagram his handle is @willclothierphotography.
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Since I left school, the skills I learnt have
been really useful. Last summer I worked
as a private chef for a group of twenty
American entrepreneurs in Tuscany.
I remember cooking a dish that is so simple
yet so light and delicious for a hot day:
the Caprese salad. Fresh tomatoes, fresh
buffalo mozzarella, fresh basil and some
extra virgin olive oil - you can’t go wrong!
I’m now studying Wildlife Conservation
at the University of Kent but plan on using
cooking to fund my holidays. I’d love to
cook in a chalet for a ski season!

I come from a very big, close family of
food-lovers; my grandmother was an
amazing baker, and my siblings are very
keen on healthy eating. I was always trying
to impress everyone with surprise meals
and bakes!
I knew I wanted cooking to be a part of
my daily life, whether for fun or as a career.
The Leiths Academy course seemed like
the perfect way to improve my cooking
whilst also studying to be a wildlife
photographer (my other great love).
I got a lot of encouragement from my
teacher and now friend, Gerry Burton,
who made me realise I could access a lot
of opportunities through the Leiths course.
The Leiths Academy syllabus is very broad
and covers a variety of cuisines, so it was
fun to try new dishes. At its heart, the
course was all about good, home-style
family cooking, but it also included some
modern, refined techniques I’d never tried
before. I still use these techniques in my
own dishes now.
The Introductory Certificate is designed
to run alongside other subjects, so my
weekly Leiths sessions acted as an
enjoyable relief from academic pressures.
Cooking at school allowed me to be more
creative whilst still learning so much
and being challenged.
The most difficult part of the course
for me was probably the final practical
assessment. We’d practiced the dish
in advance, so I knew I could do it, but
under time pressure you really want to do
yourself justice and pull it off, especially
after two years of working towards it.
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Would you like to run a Leiths Academy
course at your school? To enquire,
and to order a copy of our new
prospectus, email Alison Cavaliero
on info@leithsacademy.com or call
the team on 01225 722983.

Course & Class Calendar April 2019
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

05

06

The French Kitchen
with Henry Harris
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Flavours of South East Asia
with Jennifer Joyce		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
How to Decorate Cakes
with Steven Carter Bailey 		
10.00-16.00 £220.00
How to Cook: Sauces		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Evening Essential Certificate
(23 evening and weekend sessions)
09.30-14.30 £3,175.00

08

09

11

12

13

Let’s Cook! Sushi
and Japanese
for Teenagers
10.00-14.30
£100.00

Chef Skills:
Patisserie		
10.00-16.00
£205.00

Spanish and
Moorish Dishes
with Ben Tish
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Flavours of Sicily
with Ursula Ferrigno
10.00-14.30
£155.00

How to Cook - Bread Part 1		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Fabulous Fish		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Pasta
10.00-14.30 £155.00

Ultimate Peruvian
18.45-21.15
£95.00

Robata Cookery with Silla Bjerrum		
10.00-14.30 £155.00

15

16

17

18

Let’s Cook!
Tasty Teen
Vegetarian
10.00-14.30
£100.00

Let’s Cook!
Easter Baking
10.00-14.30
£100.00

The Foodie Family
- Parent and Child
Cookery Day
10.00-14.30
£155 adult,
£75 child

How to Cook:
Curries		
10.00-14.30
£155.00

23

24

25

26

27

How to Cook:
Sauces		
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Nutrition in
Culinary Practice
(10 weeks,
Wednesdays)
10.00-16.00
£3,085.00

A Celebration of
Grains and Plant
Foods with Jenny
Chandler		
10.00-14.30
£155.00

A Taste of East
Asia with
Jennifer Joyce
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Gourmet Indian Vegetarian
with Atul Kochhar		
10.00-14.30 £195.00

Cooking with
Confidence - Part 2
(6 weeks, Wednesday
evenings)
18.45-21.15
£545.00

Cooking with
Confidence - Part 1
(6 weeks, Thursday
evenings)
18.45-21.15
£545.00

One Pot Cooking with Alan Rosenthal
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Pizza Making with Pizza Pilgrims		
10.00-12.30 £100.00
Knife Skills - Chicken and Fish		
10.00-14.30 £155.00

30
The Essential Vegan
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Look out for further classes and courses being announced on our website throughout the year. Prices correct at time of publishing.
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View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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May 2019 Course & Class Calendar
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

01

02

03

04

Food Writing
with Andy Lynes
(4 weeks,
Wednesday
evenings)
18.00-20.30
£205.00

Chef Skills:
Spring		
10.00-16.00
£205.00

Mexican Cookery
with Jennifer Joyce
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Knife Skills - Fruit, Vegetables & Herbs
10.00-13.30 £120.00
Flavours of the Middle East		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
How to Cook: Macaroons		
10.00-12.30 £105.00

09

10

11

The Flexible
Pescatarian
with Jo Pratt
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Afternoon Tea
with Edd Kimber
10.00-14.30
£155.00

The Essential Vegan		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Indian Cookery with Angela Malik		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Healthy and Delicous Entertaining		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Complete Cook 1
(5 weeks, Saturdays)
10.00-14.30 £695.00

13

15

16

17

18

How to Cook Bread Part 2
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Ultimate French
Bistro Cookery
18.45-21.15
£95.00

Chef skills:
Fish		
10.00-16.00
£205.00

Street Food from
Around the World
with Jennifer Joyce
10.00-14.30
£155.00

WSET Level 1 Award in Wines		
09.00-17.00 £185.00

26

Free From: Dairy and Gluten
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Modern Moroccan Cookery with Nargisse
Benkkabou
10.00-14.30 £155.00

21

23

25

Korean Cooking
with Judy Joo
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Soufflés		
10.00-14.30
£155.00

How to Cook: Sauces		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Knife Skills - Chicken and Fish		
10.00-14.30 £155.00

Samin Nosrat Dishes from
‘Salt, Fat,
Acid, Heat’		
18.30-21.00
£90.00

How to Cook: Curries		
10.00-14.30 £155.00

28

29

30

31

Let’s Cook!
Italian		
10.00-14.30
£100.00

Let’s Cook!
Tapas and
Spanish Cookery
for Teenagers
10.00-14.30
£100.00

Let’s Cook!
Cakes		
10.00-14.30
£100.00

A Taste of
East Asia with
Jennifer Joyce
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Look out for further classes and courses being announced on our website throughout the year. Prices correct at time of publishing.

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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Course & Class Calendar June 2019
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
01
Malaysian Street Food with Norman Musa
10.00-14.30 £175.00
Summer Canapés and Wine Pairings
with Louis Latour
11.00-14.30 £100.00

03

06

08

Knife Skills
- Fruit, Vegetables
& Herbs		
10.00-13.30
£120.00

Small Plates
of the Pacific Rim
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Wines from Around the World
with Amelia Singer		
12.00-14.30 £100.00
Flavours of Sicily with Ursula Ferrigno
10.00-14.30 £155.00

Ultimate Persian
18.45-21.15
£95.00

Summer Entertaining		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
How to Cook - The Perfect Steak		
10.00-14.30 £155.00

11

13

14

15

The Essential
Vegan		
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Flavours of
The Middle East
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Recipes from
Eastern Europe
with Olia Hercules
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Pizza Making with Pizza Pilgrims		
10.00-12.30 £100.00

Ultimate Italian
18.45-21.15
£95.00

Flavours of Venice		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Home Smoking & Preserving
with Steven Lamb
10.00-14.30 £195.00

18

19

20

22

In the Mood for
Healthy Food’
with Jo Pratt
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Evening
Everyday Vegan:
An Introduction
18.45-21.15
£95.00

Cyrus Todiwala’s
Innovative Indian
10.00-14.30
£180.00

More Artisan Cheese Making
with Louise Talbot		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Recipe Writing with Jennifer Joyce		
10.00-16.00 £155.00
Pasta 		
10.00-14.30 £155.00

25

26

27

28

29

Gluten Free Bread
and Baking with
Adriana Rabinovich
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Evening Everyday
Vegan: Baking
18.45-21.15
£95.00

Japanese Cookery
with Yuki Gomi
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Indian Cookery
with Angela Malik
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Fresh Tastes of India with Atul Kochhar Poultry		
10.00-14.30 £195.00
Knife Skills - Chicken and Fish		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
How to Cook - Cakes Part 2		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Mauritian Cooking with Shelina Permaloo
10.00-14.30 £155.00

Look out for further classes and courses being announced on our website throughout the year. Prices correct at time of publishing.
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View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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July 2019 Course & Class Calendar
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

01

02

03

04

05

06

Key Cooking
Skills - Part 1
09.45-17.00
£820.00

Sri Lankan
Street Food
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Ultimate Indian
18.45-21.15
£95.00

Chef Skills: Summer
10.00-16.00
£205.00

Escape to Provence
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Street Food from Around the World
with Jennifer Joyce		
10.00-14.30 £155.00

Intermediate
Cooking Skills
- Part 1		
09.45-17.00
£840.00

Evening Everyday
Vegan: Protein
Packed Main
Courses		
18.45-21.15
£95.00

Fabulous Fish		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Cooking for Vitality: A Healthy Balance
10.00-14.30 £155.00
One Pot Cooking with Alan Rosenthal
10.00-14.30 £155.00

08

09

10

11

12

13

Key Cooking Skills Part 2		
09.45-17.00
£820.00

Flavours of the
Mediterranean
10.00-14.30
£155.00

How to Cook:
Sauces		
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Let’s Cook!
Street Food
for Teenagers
10.00-14.30
£100.00

Let’s Cook!
Teen Baker
10.00-14.30
£100.00

Gourmet Indian Vegan with Atul Kochhar
10.00-14.30 £195.00

Evening
Everyday Vegan:
Entertaining for
Family and Friends
18.45-21.15
£95.00

Intermediate
Cooking Skills
- Part 2		
09.45-17.00
£840.00

Knife Skills - Fruit, Vegetables & Herbs
10.00-13.30 £120.00
Spanish Tapas Revolution
with Omar Allibhoy
10.00-14.30 £155.00
How to Cook: Desserts		
10.00-14.30 £155.00

15

16

17

18

19

20

Advanced Cooking
Skills - Part 1
09.45-17.00
£870.00

Spanish and
Moorish Dishes
with Ben Tish
10.00-14.30
£155.00

How to Cook Bread Part 1
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Let’s Cook!
Sushi and
Japanese Cooking
10.00-14.30
£100.00

Let’s Cook!
Teen Challenge
- The Kitchen
Creative		
10.00-14.30
£100.00

Soufflés
10.00-14.30 £155.00

How to Decorate
Cakes with Steven
Carter Bailey
10.00-16.00
£220.00

22

26

Advanced Cooking
Skills - Part 2
09.45-17.00
£870.00

The Foodie
Family - Parent and
Child Cookery Day
10.00-14.30
£155 adult,
£75 child

Let’s Cook!
Cookery Toolbox
10.00-15.30
£615.00

28

Indian Cookery with Angela Malik		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Knife Skills - Chicken and Fish		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Malaysian Street Food with Norman Musa
10.00-14.30 £175.00
How to Start Up a Successful Food
Business: Weekend Course (Sat & Sun)
10.00-17.00 £495.00

Look out for further classes and courses being announced on our website throughout the year. Prices correct at time of publishing.

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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Course & Class Calendar August 2019
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

19

24

The Essential
Certificate
(4 weeks, Mon - Fri)
09.30-17.00
£3,270.00

Knife Skills - Chicken and Fish		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
How to Cook - Cakes Part 1		
10.00-14.30 £155.00

Kitchen Survival Kit
- 18 to 25-year-olds
10.00-15.30
£705.00

28

30

31

Knife Skills - Fruit,
Vegetables & Herbs
10.00-13.30
£120.00

Artisan Pasta with
Ursula Ferrigno
10.00-14.30
£155.00

The Essential Vegan		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Flavours of South East Asia		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
How to Cook - The Perfect Steak		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Pizza Making with Pizza Pilgrims		
10.00-12.30 £100.00

Look out for further classes and courses being announced on our website throughout the year. Prices correct at time of publishing.
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View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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September 2019 Course & Class Calendar
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

03

06

07

Cooking for Vitality:
A Healthy Balance
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Flavours of Sicily
with Ursula Ferrigno
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Sri Lankan Street Food		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Fabulous Fish		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Afternoon Tea with Edd Kimber		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
Complete Cook 1
(5 weeks, Saturdays)
10.00-14.30 £695.00

10

12

13

14

A Taste of East Asia
with Jennifer Joyce
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Knife Skills - Fruit,
Vegetables & Herbs
10.00-13.30
£120.00

Mauritian Cooking
with Shelina
Permaloo		
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Fresh Tastes of India with Atul Kochhar Fish & Seafood		
10.00-14.30 £195.00

17

19

21

Ultimate South
East Asian		
18.45-21.15
£95.00

The Flexible Vegetarian’
with Jo Pratt
10.00-14.30 £155.00

Recipe Writing with Jennifer Joyce		
10.00-16.00 £155.00
How to Cook: Sauces		
10.00-14.30 £155.00

Cooking with
Confidence - Part 2
(6 weeks, Thursday
evenings)
18.45-21.15 £545.00

Cooking with
Confidence - Part 1
(6 weeks, Tuesday
evenings)
18.45-21.15
£545.00

How to Cook - Bread Part 2 		
10.00-14.30 £155.00

Indian Cookery with Angela Malik		
10.00-14.30 £155.00

Cooking with
Confidence - Part 3
(6 weeks, Thursday
evenings)
18.45-21.15 £545.00

25

26

27

28

Chef Skills:
Patisserie		
10.00-16.00
£205.00

Free From:
Dairy and Gluten
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Street Food Around
the World with
Jennifer Joyce
10.00-14.30
£155.00

Evening Essential Certificate		
(23 evening and weekend sessions)
09.30-14.30 £3,175.00
Malaysian Street Food with Norman Musa
10.00-14.30 £175.00
Healthy and Delicious Entertaining		
10.00-14.30 £155.00
One Pot Cooking with Alan Rosenthal
10.00-14.30 £155.00

30

Look out for further classes and courses being announced on our website throughout the year. Prices correct at time of publishing.

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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Featured recipe

Create the Cover

BUM
P
CRO ER
P
RECI OF
PES!

The beautiful recipe featured on our front cover was cooked,
styled and photographed by Ruby Hall, who took our Food Styling
course in September 2018. Ruby is a set design stylist for QVC,
and she took the course through her employer as part of her personal
development programme. “I love to make this recipe for Spring,”
she says, “it’s fresh and light whilst having a sense of warmth
and comfort with the runny egg yolk and truffle oil.” You can see
more of Ruby’s work on Instagram; her handle is @visualramblings_.
Truffle oil pasta with asparagus
and edamame
Serves: 4
Prep time: 15 minutes
Cooking time: 15 minutes
Ingredients
30g butter
1 banana shallot, finely chopped
1 bunch asparagus
1 large garlic clove, finely chopped
60ml white wine
350g fresh fettuccine pasta
175g fresh podded edamame beans
3-4 sprigs fresh thyme, leaves finely
chopped (plus leaves to garnish)
4 large organic eggs
Truffle oil to drizzle
Shaved Parmesan cheese, to garnish
Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper,
to taste
Method
In a large frying pan, melt the butter and
add the shallot. Cook on a medium heat
for 5 minutes or until soft and golden.
Whilst the shallots soften, prepare the
asparagus tips by bending the asparagus,
allowing it to snap where the woody
part ends.
Blanch the prepared asparagus in boiling
water for 2 minutes and then plunge
into iced water to refresh and stop the
cooking process.

Once the shallots are soft and golden,
add the garlic and white wine and simmer
gently for about three minutes to reduce
a little, then remove from the heat.
Meanwhile, bring a large saucepan of salted
water to a rolling boil. Add the pasta and
cook for up to 3 minutes (or per instructions
on the packaging).
Add the asparagus and edamame to
the sauce, along with the chopped thyme,
and season with generously with sea salt
and pepper.

Notes:
Podded edamame can be found in
most supermarkets either fresh or frozen.
Be sure to defrost them first if frozen
(you can do this in a little boiling water
for speed).
Use a peeler to shave the Parmesan.
If you do not want to use the egg yolk raw,
it can be lightly poached.

Drain your pasta briefly, then quickly add
it to the frying pan with the sauce, mixing
all of the ingredients together and ensuring
the pasta is well coated.
Separate the egg yolks, removing as
much of the egg white as you can
(you can freeze the whites to make
meringues another time).
Serve immediately, on individual plates,
adding an egg yolk to the top and finish
with fresh thyme leaves, a drizzle of
truffle oil and shaved Parmesan cheese.
Once burst, the egg yolk will incorporate
into the pasta and sauce, adding
decadence and richness to the dish.

View all our courses and classes online at leiths.com
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BOOKING
INFORMATION

Enthusiasts Courses
Courses must be paid for in full at the
time of booking.

All classes and courses
with the exception of
professional courses
can be booked online.

Cancellation
All enthusiast class and course bookings
are bound by our Enthusiast Course Terms
and Conditions, which include our cancellation
policy. To view these in full, please visit
www.leiths.com/about/terms.’

Online

Refunds cannot be offered on any missed
sessions of multi-part courses.

leiths.com

Professional Courses

By Telephone

All professional course bookings must be
accompanied by a signed enrolment form
and a deposit. Please book an appointment
at the school to discuss your suitability for
our professional courses.

020 8749 6400
Mon – Fri 9.00 – 17.00

In Person
Leiths Reception
16-20 Wendell Road
London W12 9RT
Mon – Fri 9.00 – 17.00

By Email
Booking Enquiries: bookings@leiths.com
General Enquiries: info@leiths.com
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By Bus
The following buses stop near Leiths:
Routes 94 and 237 stop on Goldhawk
Road. Route 266 stops on Askew Road.
By Car
Metered parking is available outside the
school. Current prices are £2.20 per hour
(Aug 2018). There is no charge for parking
after 5pm or at the weekend. We are not in
the congestion zone.
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Information correct at time of going to print.
Leiths reserves the right to change course
and class dates, prices and recipes/menus
or cancel courses if necessary.
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Cancellation
All professional course bookings are bound
by our Professional Course Terms and
Conditions, which include our cancellation
policy. To view these in full, please visit
www.leiths.com/about/terms.

By Tube
Stamford Brook (District line) – 10 minute
walk. Goldhawk Road (Hammersmith
and City Line) – 15 minute walk or 5 minute
bus journey on route 94 or 237. Shepherds
Bush (Central line) – 15 minute bus journey
on route 94 or 237.
By Overground Train
Shepherd’s Bush – 15 minute bus
journey on route 94 or 237.

leiths.com

